
 

 

 

 

The Terramat Heatmat 
The Terramat heatmats are the most widely used vivarium heaters in the world. They are all hand made to the 

exacting European standards. All meet the requirements of the 73/23/EEC safety directive and carry the CE 

mark. They also conform to European Norms EN60335-1. Klasse II /  IPX4.  

Terramat Heatmats produces infrared warmth with a long wavelength 
 
This wavelength is invisible for the human eye and heats up objects instead of the air. This way of heating is 
equal to the way the sun heats; it heats objects which come in the radiation, but the air temperature stays 
much lower. Reptiles take on this heat as in their natural environment. The Terramat Heatmat heats up, but 
produces a comfortable heat, where the animal can lie up or 
under. When the Heatmat is used in the normal circumstances, 
the animal will not be hurt. 
 
Terramat Heatmat can be used without a thermostat in many 
circumstances. For animals who feel comfortable with a certain 
temperature and for animals who cannot stand a very high 
temperatures,  a thermostat should be connected to the 
Heatmat. 
Also when you have your doubt about the above, it is sensible 
to connect a thermostat.  
 
The Terramat Heatmat gives comfortable warmth. But there are kinds of animals that need a higher 
temperature to feel good. For these animals now elements as the Heatel Basking Plate are available.  
Always let yourself be informed by an exotic animal-specialist, who knows with which temperature the animal 
feels at his best 
  
You have to take some important things in account when using the Terramat Heatmat: 

- Place the Terramat Heatmat under the vivarium and make sure that the filling (“substraat”) in the 
terrarium is not too thick. 

- Make sure that the Heatmat never takes up more than halve or a third of the total terrarium surface. The 
animal must have the chance to lie on colder places.  

- The Terramat Heatmat is easy to clean with a wet cloth. Clean it often, so that nothing can stick to the 
Heatmat, which would cause the warmth not to come through. Make sure to pull the plug while cleaning.  

 

A great alternatieve for bulbs is the Terra Heat Plate this is 

a Infr Red Heating panel and the animals who needs a lot of 

heat loves this kind of heating because this gives the most 

natural  heat to the animal. This plates we have in two 

sizes: 

10013 Heating Plate  406x190x19  40W  

10014 Heating Plate 500x320x19 100W 

 



 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

The Terramat Heatmats are available the following 

measurements and capacities:  

       

 

 

 

 

 

Article nrs. Measurements Capacity 

       

10001   100 x 130 2,5W 

10002   130 x 274 5W 

10003   258 x 274 12W 

10004   388 x 274 18W 

10005   516 x 274 23,5W 

10006   646 x 274 30W 

10007   770 x 274 37W 

10008   1170x275 56W 

10009   390 x 144 9W 

10010   520 x 150 12W 

10011   775 x 144 18,5W 

10012   1170x150 29W 


